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L.N. 82 of 1963

CUSTOMS TARIFF ACT, 1958
(No. 60 of 1958)

Customs Tariff (Duties and Exemptions) (No. 4) Order, 1963

Commencement: 18th July, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred by subsection (1) of section 6 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1958, the Governor-General, acting in accordance with the advice of the Council of Ministers, has made the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Customs Tariff (Duties and Exemptions) (No. 4) Order, 1963, and shall be of Federal application.

2. The Third Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1958 (which relates to export duties of Customs), as the same was replaced by the Customs Tariff (Duties and Exemption) Order, 1959, is amended by the deletion therefrom of the following item:

   "3A Columbite ... the ton ... 100"

Made at Lagos this 8th day of July, 1963.

R. C. ONYEJEPU,
Acting Deputy Secretary to the Council of Ministers

EXPLANATORY NOTE

This Order removes an export duty of £1 per ton imposed on Columbite.

F10177/S. 2

L.N. 83 of 1963

IMMIGRATION ACT, (CHAPTER 84)

Prohibition of Mrs Ingrid Uta Jones née Jahlke from entering Nigeria

WHEREAS as provided for under paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section 12 of the Immigration Act, MRS INGRID UTA JONES née JAHlke (WEST GERMAN NATIONAL, born on the 24th of May, 1940, at Bad Ullersdorf, Czechoslovakia) is deemed, from official Government records, to be an undesirable person.

Now, THEREFORE, under the provisions of the said section 12, the immigration into Nigeria of the said Mrs Ingrid Uta Jones née Jahlke (West German National) is prohibited accordingly.

Dated at Lagos this 9th day of July, 1963.

ALHAJI SHEHU SHAGARI,
Federal Minister of Internal Affairs
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